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The principles of chemical oceanography provide insight into the processes

regulating the marine carbon cycle. These topics are essential to under-

standing the role of the ocean in regulating the carbon dioxide content of

the atmosphere and climate on both human and geological time scales.

Chemical Oceanography and the Marine Carbon Cycle provides both a back-

ground in chemical oceanography and a description of how chemical

elements in seawater and ocean sediments can be used as tracers of physi-

cal, biological, chemical and geological processes in the ocean. The book

begins with a description of ocean circulation and biological processes, and

then moves on to discuss the chemicals that are dissolved in seawater.

Subsequent chapters focus on why the ocean has the chemistry that it does,

rather than on details of what is there. The first seven chapters present

basic topics of thermodynamics, isotope systematics and carbonate chem-

istry, and explain the influence of life on ocean chemistry and how it has

evolved in the recent (glacial–interglacial) past. This is followed by topics

essential to understanding the carbon cycle, including organic geochem-

istry, air–sea gas exchange, diffusion and reaction kinetics, the marine

and atmosphere carbon cycle and diagenesis in marine sediments. The

many figures in the book (including full-color versions) are available for

download at www.cambridge.org/9780521833134.

Developed by two well-known professors of oceanography, Chemical

Oceanography and the Marine Carbon Cycle is an ideal textbook for upper-

level undergraduates and graduates in oceanography, environmental

chemistry, geochemistry and earth science. It is also a valuable reference

for researchers in oceanography.
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Preface

The field of chemical oceanography has evolved over the past several
decades from one of discovery to an interdisciplinary science that
uses chemical distributions to understand physical, biological, geo-
logical and chemical processes in the sea. The study of chemical
oceanography includes much of the background required to under-
stand the global carbon cycle on all time scales because of the pri-
mary role of themarine carbonate system. Thus,we present this book
about Chemical Oceanography and the Marine Carbon Cycle as a natural
outgrowth of the evolution of our scientific field and a necessary
background for building intuition to manage the anthropogenic
intrusion into the global carbon cycle.

After a long deliberation about whether we had the time, stamina
and personalities to write a book about our subject, John Hedges and
I decided to do it, using as a guide, the notes we had compiled
from teaching Chemical Oceanography together in the School of
Oceanography at the University of Washington. During the first
three years of the new century we used sabbatical leaves and time
borrowed from teaching and research to compile about half of the
book. Then, in 2003 John died suddenly and unexpectedly. Everyone
John touched was thrown into a state of shock at the loss of a good
friend, reliable colleague and brilliant organic geochemist. At this
point we had put so much of ourselves into this undertaking that
I felt there was no turning back, and I continued to complete what
you see here.

The first part of the book (Chapters 1–7) covers a one-quarter-long
course for beginning graduate students. Because of the backgrounds
of students in this class, we taught the course so that little previous
knowledge of oceanography or chemistry was required. All one
needed is some experience in thinking scientifically and the desire
to learn. We feel this part of the book should also be appropriate for
senior-level undergraduate courses on this subject. The final
five chapters of the book are compiled from parts of other, more
advanced seminars and should serve well as a guide for research and
more advanced courses in Chemical Oceanography and the Carbon Cycle.

Steven Emerson
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